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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of optimal processes is concerned with optimal solutions of 
differential equations, depending on “control-variables”. A maximum- 
principle, which has to be satisfied by the control of an optimal process was 
proved in 1958 by Pontryagin and his coworkers for processes described by 
ordinary differential equations; therefore this principle is known as Pontryagin’s 
maximum-principle, though Hesienes proved this principle as early as 1950 in a 
technical report published by Rand Corporation. Pontryagin’s proof of the 
maximum-principle is complex, Timman tried to find another way to derive 
conditions for optimal processes and succeeded in 1966 to develop simple varia- 
tional means which lead to the maximum-principle. 
An essential feature in Timman’s ideas is the way in which partial integration 
is applied to the variation of the integral which attains its minimum value for an 
optimal process. From this feature we take that Timman’s philosophy must also 
work in a more general problem-statement if Stokes’ theorem is substituted for 
partial integration 
In the following we will consider processes described by a set of (partial) 
differential equations on an oriented manifold. By applying Stokes’ theorem we 
arrive at a maximum-principle which has to be satisfied by an optimal process. 
Having this result at our disposal we specialize to ordinary differential 
equations and to first and second order partial differential equations on plane 
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regions; by verifying assumptions made in the general approach we easily 
obtain conditions for optimal processes. 
2. A GENERAL APPROACH; OPTIMAL PROCESSES ON MANIFOLDS 
Suppose X to be an oriented n-dimensional smooth manifold’. Let us 
consider a process on X, which process is defined by a set of equations 
(1) i PijZj=fi, i= 1,2, . . . . v J=I 
on X, where PC denotes the differential operator 
(2) Pij= c a;(x)@, i,j=1,2 ,..., v OS Ikj sr 
whereJ;; is a function depending on x, z and moreover on U, denoting “control- 
variables” ul, u2, . . . , u, and where k stands for indices kl, kZ, .,., k,. The 
functions a; and fi are assumed to be of class C” with respect to their 
arguments. 
A solution of the differential equations depends on the control and on 
additional conditions; these conditions are supposed to be such that to an 
admissible piecewise continuous control2 corresponds a unique solution of class 
C’- l(X). An “optimal control” u(x) and the solution Z(X) corresponding to this 
control minimize 
where C denotes a finite chain of adjacent n-dimensional elementary domains 
of integration, which chain is oriented according to X. The first integral means 
the integration of an n-form 
@(-G u, z) = F(x, u, z)dxl r\dx, A.. . Adx, 
with smooth coefficient F(x, U, z) over the chain C and the second integral means 
integration of an (n - I)-form with smooth coefficient S(x, z) over the boundary 
bC of the chain C 3. 
The point is to find conditions for the optimal control. To obtain these con- 
ditions we consider an admissible piecewise continuous variation 6~ of the 
optimal contra/ u(x). To this variation corresponds a variation 6z of the 
optimal state z(x). By a local variation 6~ we mean a variation 6u which is 
’ Smooth means of class Cp, where p is sufficiently large for our considerations to be meaningfull; 
for convenience we might assume that X is of class C”. 
2 A control is said to be admissible if it belongs to a given admissible set U. By a piecewise 
continuous control u(x) is meant a control which is bounded on X and which is continuous on X 
except for discontinuities along a finite number of smooth submanifolds of dimension less than n. 
A solution z(x) corresponding to a piecewise continuous control u(x) is supposed to be of class C’on 
a region where U(X) does not jump. 
3 With respect to x the coefficient S(x, z) is assumed to be smooth on smooth parts of by. 
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constant inside a region AX= (x E C j &-A <xi 5 ri + A ) round a point 5 of C 
and which is zero outside this region. 
Now as for the variation 6z corresponding to a local variation 6u we assume 
11 6zi /I 2 = o(An), where4 
(3) 11~zil/2= L /k12+ ,s, Ih12. 
Because of the Schwarz-inequality 
Now consider the difference 
where 
In this expression 
1 
F(x, u + 64 z + dz) - F(x, 24, z) 
(5) 
= F(x, u + au, z -I dz) - F(x, u, z + 6z) + F(x, 24, z+ 6z) - F(x, u, z) 
i =F(x,u+du,z+dz)-F(x,u,z+6z)+ c gdzj+R, I 
where RI denotes a remainder. 
Now to (5) we add the SUM 
where the set of functions p1,p2 , . . . ,pv, which set we denote by p will be 
specified next. Let Qij denote the adjoint operator 
(6) Qij= c (- l)lw$(x) . OS lkl sr 
Then the expression o(~)P~w(x) - w(x)Qijo(x) can be taken as the divergence 
IT b 
div ~E~(u, W) = C - n$(o, W) 
k=l i3Xk 
4 By @I”) we denote order smaller than An. So 1) &,I( * = o(d”) means that 
Integration of 1 6zjt 2 over C means integration of the n-form with coefficient / 6z,(x) 1 2. Integration 
of 1 6zj/ 2 over bC means integration of the (n - I)-form with coefficient 1 6zi(x) I* and might be 
restricted to the subboundary where Sit 0. 
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of 7~ which has components rr$ depending bilinearly on derivatives of u, w up to 
the order r - 1. Thus if u =pi and w = 6Zj 
Furthermore 
‘pi{J;:(X,U + 6&Z+ dZ)-J;:(X, U,Z+ 6Z) +fj(X, %Z+ 6Z)-fj(X, KZ)) 
=pi J;:(x,u~6u,z~6z)-~(x,u,z+6z)+ c I 
vi T& 6Zj+R2 
J I 
where R2 denotes a remainder. 
So if ~5.4 is a local variation 
where 
Au= AHdx,/\dx,r\...Adx, 
H denoting the Hamiltonian 
(9) H=-F+ C PiJ;: 
depending on x, u,z,p and AH denoting the difference 
AH=H(x,u+6u,z+&,p)-H(x,u,z-Oz,p). 
Now by Stokes theorem 
p= ,5,” 
where 
n= i i i (- l)k-1n;dxIAdx2A...Adxk-IAdxk+lA...Adxn. 
i=l j=l k=l 
Therefore, if we require the functions pi to satisfy the adjoint equations 
(10) i QgPi=E i=l J 
we arrive at the result 
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As for the boundary-integral in (4) we obtain from 
X3 
S(x,z+6z)-S(x,z)= c $zi+R, 
that 6a splits up into a “first order” form o with coefficient C Sz,Szi and a 
remainder with coefficient R3. Therefore if 6~ is a local variation 
v= - SA?j+ j (n+co)+O(An). 
c K 
If we suppose the adjoint functions pi to satisfy additional conditions such that 
the boundary-integral5 
(11) L ( n+w) 
vanishes then V reduces to 
v= - 1 Aq + o(An)LO. 
c 
From this result we easily obtain a maximum-principle by applying a local 
variation; from 
1 Aq= jXLQ=LlH(2d)” 
X 
at some point of AX we find (if we let A tend to zero and keep 6~ constant in r) 
that at x=l 
(12) H(x, u + du, z, P) 5 H(x, u, Z,P) 
which inequality expresses the maximum-principle: if we consider H as a 
function H(U) of the control u then the optimal control maximizes the Hamil- 
tonian on the set U of admissible controls. In next sections we will apply this 
result to ordinary differential equations and to first and second order partial 
differential equations on plane regions; the main point then is to examine the 
variation 6z corresponding to a local variation 6u of the optimal control u and 
to find appropriate additional conditions for the adjoint equations (10). 
3. PROCESSES DESCRIBED BY ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we consider processes described by a set of ordinary differen- 
tial equations 
(13) +(x,u,z), i=1,2 v. 3 *a., 
For these equations the differential operator (2) is 
d 
Z’ 
i=j= 1,2, . . ..v 
Pfj= 
0, i#j 
5 This assumption implies a way for finding additional conditions for the adjoint equations. 
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We are interested in the minimum value of 
W) = i m u, z)dx + S(z(b)) l7 
where z satisfies the differential equations (13) and an initial condition 
(14) z(a) = z”. 
First we will show that 11 6zj )I2 = o(d), where 6zi corresponds to a local variation 
6~ of the optimal control M. From the Lipschitz-condition 
IJ;:(x,u+6u,z+6z)-f~(x,u,z)I IK(pq + Idzl) 
where rc is a constant and where 
p.4~ =j&q 
Id21 =iy-q 
we find that 
(151 I Gzi(x) I= 1 j cfi(~,u+5u,z+6z)-~i~,u,z)}d~~ SK j { ldul + 16zl n 0 
Therefore 
>dt. 
ISZj(X)I 9444(X-a)+2AA} 
where M denotes the maximum of I &I on [a, b] and where A denotes the 
(constant) value of 16~ 1 inside AX= {XE [a, b] I c--A 1x5 t+ A}. Substituting 
this inequality in (15) we obtain 
which result we again substitute in (15). Repeating this procedure we arrive at 
the inequality 
where 
as N-+ 03. Therefore 
1 &q(x) 1 I ~KAL~ e’@ - ‘) 
from which result we obtain that I] 6zi ]I 2 = o(A). 
Next we will find out appropriate conditions for the adjoint equations 
(16) 
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For the process under consideration the expression 
stands for (11). This expression vanishes if we require pi(x) to satisfy the end- 
condition 
(17) 
BS 
-pi=G. 
at x= b. It follows that then the optimal control maximizes the Hamiltonian on 
the set U of admissible controls. 
4. OPTIMAL PROCESSES DESCRIBED BY FIRST ORDER PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
4.1. We consider in this section a set of first order hyperbolic partial differen- 
tial equations 
(18) i q(x) z+ jji, b&) /= I 1 
with two independent variables x1, x2. So 
Pij=aij(x) &+ bu(x) $. 
1 2 
We are interested in the control u, which minimizes 
(19) vu) = jj F(x, u, z)dxl dx2 + 1 3(x, z)ds 
C bC 
where z satisfies the differential equations. C denotes a domain of integration in 
the (x1,x2)-plane, which domain is bounded by smooth arcs; s denotes the arc- 
X. 
length along these arcs. Now to examine the variation 6z corresponding to a 
local variation 6~ we assume the differential equations to have the normal form 
ak 6) 2 + b/c(x) 2 =fk(x, u, z) 
1 2 
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A representation x(&) of a characteristic curve yk satisfies the differential 
equations 
We suppose the boundary-arcs to have no characteristic direction at points 
where S # 0. Along a characteristic ok we have from 
that 
where A= 111 corresponds to a boundary point. From the Lipschitz-condition 
Ifk(x,~+~~,z+~z)--fk(~,~,z)I -(IaU/ + laz1) 
where K is a constant and where 
we obtain that 
(20) 
Therefore if we assume the increment of A on AX to be bounded by QA 
1 I%&(&) ( 5 @K/id + d!f(& - a) 
where A denotes the value of 16~ I on AX en where M denotes the maximum of 
16~ I on C. Substituting this inequality in (20) we obtain 
I&&,)I IQKAA+K h&f @k - aj2 
2! 
+ grcA A (A, - a) 
I 
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which result we again substitute in (20). Repeating this procedure we arrive at 
the inequality 
where 
as N+ 03. Therefore 
/6z&jJ/ I:@KAdeK~B-a) 
where B corresponds to a second point where the characteristic yk intersects the 
boundary W. From this result we conclude that / 6zk 1 is of order A. 
Now the area of a subregion of C, which subregion is formed by a strip 
bounded by two characteristics yk, which have points in common with AX 
tends to zero as A vanishes. Moreover the non-characteristic subarcs contained 
in the intersection of the strip with 6C have arc-lengths which tend to zero as A 
vanishes. These observations imply that II&k I/ 2 = o(A2). 
4.2. EXAMPLES 
Let us consider the first order equation 
Pz = a(x) $+ b(x) bZ 
t 
z =A4 4 z) 
2 
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and let us assume that z is prescribed along a non-characteristic arc yo. Let C be 
a region bounded by two characteristics y1 and y2 and by an arc y having 
nowhere a characteristic direction. We suppose S to be zero on yo, yI and ~2. 
From the adjoint operator 
we obtain the adjoint equation 
which equation yieIds the equation 
*+b 
adxl 
for the adjoint function p. 
From 
pPSz - SZQP = r 
bapdz + bbpaz 
1 
7 
2 
we find that 
TT= apSzdx2 - bp&dx, . 
Hence 
,sc Wx2 - bdx, )pSz + 1 S,Szds 
V 
stands for (11). Now 6z = 0 along yo and adx; - bdxl = 0 along the characteristics 
y1 and y2, Therefore (11) vanishes if we require p to satisfy the condition 
along the boundary-arc ye It folIows that then the optimal control maximizes 
the Hamiltonian on the set of admissible controls. 
Let us next consider the set of two first order equations 
C P* = jzj 2 - f 2 = @(Xl )1I(X2) 
1 2 
c p2jzj=: ++:=o 
2 1 
which equations correspond to a vibrating string to which an external force 
@(x,)u(x2) is applied. The variable x2 acts as a time variable. 
The energy of the string is given by 
XI 
qx2) = 5 J (az: + ez;)dq 
0 
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where a denotes the tension, e denotes the density and X, is the length of the 
string. We require the optimal control which is subject to a constraint 
14x2) / 4 a, 
to minimize E(x2). So we require the optimal control u to be such that at time 
x2 =X2 the energy of the string attains its minimum value. Hence F= 0 and S = 0 
along OX, (0 5x1 _ -= Xt , x2 = 0), along OX, (0 5x2 5 X,, x1 = 0) and along X1 Y 
(05~~ 5X2, xi =X1). As additional conditions we assume zt and z2 to be 
prescribed along OX, and 22 to be prescribed along OX, and along X1 Y. 
From the adjoint operators 
Q~I=.-$, 
1 
Q12=-$ 
2 
Q:I=&, Q22= -$ 
2 1 
we obtain the adjoint equations 
M2 1 aP1 ---e= 
bXl II2 ax2 
0 
- 
So the adjoint functions satisfy wave-equations. 
From 
we find that 
II = (pl 6.q +pzSz2)dx2 -t- 
1 
+- p, 6zz 
u2 > 
dxl . 
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Hence 
i (OZl6Zl -I- pz2Sz2)dx1+ 9 
x2 bC i( P2dZl +&f3z2 > dx1+@1~z1 +P2~ zVx2 
stands for (11). Now 6zk = CYZ~ = 0 along OXI and 6z2 = 0 along OX2 and along 
X, Y. Therefore (11) vanishes if we require p to satisfy the conditions 
pI = 0 along OX2 and along X1 Y 
p1 = V2QZz = crz2 
P2 = 021 1 
along X2 Y. 
It follows that then the optimal control maximizes the Hamiltonian on the set 
of admissible controls. From this result we finally conclude that 
U= L aifpl>O -crifpl<O 
assuming #(x1) > 0. 
(to be continued) 
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